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approaches to improving peer discussion. Finally, the crux of the work is the way that
the teacher handles the various contributions from the learners by responding to
or using students’ contributions. This is what constitutes a formative approach to
talk – a rich question or activity on its own is not formative, and the real challenge
is to judge what to do with what arises in the classroom talk. It is therefore essential
that teachers think about how to deal with the children’s responses and contributions
to the discussion. It is this response that will shape each learner’s understanding and
the way that learners value themselves and others within the learning environment.
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THE ROLE OF DIALOGUE
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Through talk, children can both reveal their current thoughts and, by responding to
the ideas of others, begin to construct new ways of thinking about a topic or a skill.
Robin Alexander in his booklet Towards Dialogic Teaching (2004, p. 5) argues that:
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Children, we now know, need to talk, and to experience a rich diet of spoken
language, in order to think and to learn. Reading, writing and number may be
the acknowledged curriculum ‘basics’ but talk is arguably the true foundation
of learning.
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Alexander also categorised the five different types of talk that he witnessed in an
international comparison of primary classrooms:
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• rote – drilling of facts, ideas and routines
• recitation – questions designed to elicit recall or work out answers from clues
in the question
• instruction/exposition – giving information and explaining facts, principles
and procedures
• discussion – exchange of ideas with a view to sharing information and
solving problems
• dialogue – seeking common understanding through questioning and
discussion which guide and prompt, reduce choices, minimise risk and error
and expedite ‘handover’ of concepts and principles

While teachers need to use all of these types of talk for particular purposes in their
lessons, it is clear that for encouraging thinking and developing a formative approach
within the classroom, much of the talk should be centred around the two latter
categories of discussion and dialogue. This requires the teacher to select activities
where the children talk purposefully in groups. What is paramount in this process
is the children realising that their thinking is valued by the teacher, so that they are
encouraged to discuss their understanding and misunderstandings openly.
© 2013 Hawker Brownlow Education • 9781760011307 • GLA1307
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Opportunities for sustained periods of quality talk to tease out learners’ own
understandings and build on each other’s ideas are needed across the whole age
range, and for all; including those who do not have English as their first language.
Younger learners, or those with short attention spans due to special educational
needs, have been found to benefit from frequent short sessions of self-review, with
concrete examples to refer to. These groups of children also need greater opportunity
to talk in mediated pairs compared to older or more experienced learners.

RICH QUESTIONS AND ACTIVITIES
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Questions have a range of roles to play in the classroom, from organisational and
managerial, to encouraging the construction of new understanding. A shift away
from organisational and instructional questions towards questions that promote
discussion and collaboration ensures that the formative opportunities in classrooms
are maximised. Rich questions provide opportunity for thinking and discussion. Rich
questions have also been termed ‘fat questions’, as their answers require five words or
more. The opposite of this is a ‘skinny question’, which generally require only a few,
or a single word to answer them.
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Primary student reactions to a picture stimulus
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The questions below can be used to probe children’s ideas further and to encourage
them to talk.
Questions of clari ication:
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• What do you mean by that?
• Say a bit more.
• Can you give us an example?
Questions that probe assumptions:
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• Why would someone say that?
• What do you think happened?
Questions that probe reason and evidence:
• What are your reasons for saying that?
• Are you saying . . .?
• Which means . . .?
Questions that probe implications and consequences:
• What might happen if you did this . . . not that . . .?
• What other reasons might there be for that happening?

Questions about viewpoints or perspectives:
• What would be another way of saying that?
• How do Sian’s ideas differ from Gashan’s?
12
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9. LEARNING TOGETHER: LEARNING FROM OTHERS
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Teachers will not take up attractive sounding ideas, albeit based on extensive
research, if these are presented as general principles which leave entirely to
them the task of translating them into everyday practice – their classroom lives
are too busy and fragile for this to be possible for all but the outstanding few.
What they need is a variety of examples of implementation, by teachers with
whom they can identify and from whom they can both derive conviction and
confidence that they can do better, and see concrete examples of what doing
better means in practice . . . The essential first step is to set up a small number
of local groups of schools . . . with each committed to a school based development
and to collaboration within their local group . . . The schools involved would
need extra support, both to give their teachers time to plan the initiative in
light of existing evidence, to reflect on their experience as it develops, and to
advise on training work for others in the future.

n

he approach we have taken in working with teachers and schools over the last
decade stems from advice given in the review Inside the Black Box (Black &
Wiliam 1998, p. 15–16):
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Assessment for learning requires changes in the ways teachers work with learners,
which some may find risky, and which will certainly be challenging at times. The
process is like a voyage of discovery, a journey into new territories of teaching and
learning. For such a voyage, one needs the support of companions. Research evidence
on teacher change concur that deep-rooted changes are difficult and generally take
considerable time and effort to achieve (Fullan 2003). Seng and Scharmer (2001)
argue that creating such a system requires action on three levels:
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1. Establishing a shared statement of purpose and a shared set of guiding
principles.
2. Developing infrastructures that support community building.
3. Undertaking collaborative projects that focus on key change issues that
create concrete projects for further deepening common purpose and
improving infrastructures. (p. 242)

So, moving Australian primary teachers forward in a sustainable fashion requires more
than supporting individual teachers, but rather, requires programs that encourage
professional communities of practice that involve both teachers and senior leaders
in schools. Developing a shared understanding of how assessment for learning works
in the classroom and how formative practice functions alongside other demands on
teachers’ time is essential for any change to be achieved in the long term. The vital
element here is that the team must be helped to find time, to regularly talk with one
© 2013 Hawker Brownlow Education • 9781760011307 • GLA1307
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